Brain Zapping Electronic Mind Control

Part 1

By Jason Jeffery

Tense nervous headache? Always run down and irritable? Not feeling yourself? Well maybe that’s because you’re not yourself, rather, you are being controlled from somewhere else by someone or something else.

A few years ago the BBC program “Tomorrow’s World” featured a man whose Parkinson’s Disease symptoms could be controlled by pressing a switch on a handset which in turn operated a tiny device implanted into his brain. No more shaking, no more tears. This is the friendly, caring side of neural implants, but many people believe that dark forces are at work, trying to take over the minds of their targeted subjects via tiny objects inserted into various parts of the body. Even worse, these sinister controllers are beaming strong electromagnetic rays into the minds of innocent victims, influencing their thoughts and emotions.

These shadowy forces take many forms; some say that it’s intelligence agencies like the CIA; others that it’s a secret cabal plotting for control of the world’s population; still others that it’s malicious aliens, the Greys, who use implants as tracking devices so that they can abduct and control their hapless victims anytime and anyplace.

Warnings of new forms of mind control are not just the rantings of so-called ‘conspiracy theorists’ and ‘paranoid cranks’. Nature1 reports on developments in neuroscience as “posing a potential threat to human rights…” Jean-Pierre Changeux, a neuroscientist at the Institut Pasteur in Paris, told a meeting of the French national bioethics committee that advances in cerebral imagining make the scope for invasion of privacy immense. He said that although the equipment needed is still highly specialised, it will become commonplace and capable of being used at a distance. That will open the way for abuses such as invasion of personal liberty, control of behaviour and brainwashing. Denis LeBihan, a researcher at the French Atomic Energy Commission, told the meeting that the use of imaging techniques has reached the stage where “we can almost read people’s thoughts.”
American interest in the hypnosis-EMR [electromagnetic radiation] interaction was still strong as of 1974, when a research plan was filed to develop useful techniques in human volunteers. The experimenter, J.F. Schapitz, stated: “In this investigation it will be shown that the spoken word of the hypnotist may also be conveyed by modulated electromagnetic energy directly into the subconscious parts of the human brain — i.e., without employing any technical devices for receiving or transcoding the messages and without the person exposed to such influence having a chance to control the information input consciously”.2

— Robert O. Becker, Nobel Prize nominee, 1985

Although our modern electronic age has been in existence only since the turn of this century, individuals have claimed that their minds were being remotely influenced and controlled by machines for at least two centuries.

Recorded way back in 1810 is the case of James Tilly Matthews, a London tea broker, who claimed his mind was being controlled by a gang operating a machine he called an “Air Loom” which sent out invisible, magnetic rays from a London cellar. Matthews believed machines like the Air Loom were also controlling the minds of members of the British Parliament. He wrote letters to the MPs warning them about the machines and the conspiracy behind it. Matthews was committed to Bethlem Hospital as being insane.3

It might be easy to dismiss Matthews’ claims of a machine that can control one’s mind because of the early date. However, his is by no means an isolated case.

In 1994 Ronald K. Siegel, a Associate Research Professor in the Department of Psychiatry and Biobehavioral Sciences at UCLA, wrote Whispers: The Voices of Paranoia.4 Dr. Siegel, an expert on hallucinations, edited a book on this subject in 1975 with Louis Jolyn West of MKULTRA fame.5

MKULTRA, as well as projects BLUEBIRD, ARTI-CHOKE, CHATTER, CASTI-GATE, MKDELTA, MKNAOMI, THIRD CHANCE, MKSEARCH, MKOFTEN, etc., were covert CIA projects involving many prominent members and institutions of the medical and scientific communities to investigate and experiment with various forms of behaviour modification and control using, in many cases, unwitting human subjects. In operation from the late 1940’s until the early 1970’s, they delved into everything from drugs to hypnosis to electronics.6
Whispers is a collection of case histories of mind control, (or ‘paranoia’ as he calls it) studied by Siegel. One case concerned a man named Tolman who believed his mind was being controlled by computers via a satellite system named POSSE (Personal Orbiting Satellite for Surveillance and Enforcement). Interestingly, author Dorothy Burdick, in her 1982 book Such Things Are Known described what she claimed was her mind control harassment by computers via satellites. She names Siegel as being the inventor of a device named FOCUS (Flexible Optical Control Unit Simulator) which can project hallucinations directly onto the retina so the subjects can’t distinguish the images from reality. In Siegel’s book Tolman claims images are being directly transmitted into his brain. Siegel says, “You mean to tell me that here are machines capable of sending visual images directly into the brain?”

In 1968 Siegel published a professional paper titled “A Device for Chronically Controlled Visual Input” which is a description of a device he developed to project images directly into the brain of experimental animals via the optic nerve. He suggests further experimentation be “conducted on neonates (kittens) which have their total visual stimulation controlled from the time they open their eyes.”

Thirty years later a team of US scientists wired a computer to a cat’s brain and created videos of what the cat was seeing. One of the scientists working on the project, Garret Stanley of Harvard University, predicts machines with brain interfaces. We can only imagine how far such technology has advanced in the secret research laboratories of the US government and the military/industrial complex.

Unlike Matthews, today’s victims can point to a wealth of documentation confirming how government agencies and research centres have been developing technologies and methods with the same capabilities that people have been describing for two centuries. These technologies involve elements of psychology, hypnosis, political conspiracies, and even devices that emit “rays” to control the behaviour of others without their knowledge or consent.

Biological Process Control

In 1996, the US Air Force Scientific Advisory Board published a 14-volume study of future developments in weapons called New World Vistas. Tucked away on page 89 of an ancillary 15th volume are some hair-raising insights into the future ‘coupling’ of man and machine in a section dealing with ‘Biological Process Control’. The author refers to an ‘explosion’ of knowledge in the field of neuroscience, adding, ominously:
One can envision the development of electromagnetic energy sources, the output of which can be pulsed, shaped, and focused, that can couple with the human body in a fashion that will allow one to prevent voluntary muscular movements, control emotions (and thus actions), produce sleep, transmit suggestions, interfere with both short-term and long-term memory, produce an experience set, and delete an experience set.

Translating the words 'experience set' from military jargon into plain English, this means, simply, that they envisage the ability to erase your life’s memories and substitute a new, fictitious set.

By projecting such developments into the future, the authors of New Vistas are camouflaging present day capabilities. A similar futuristic scenario with many references to mind manipulation is described in The Revolution in Military Affairs and Conflict Short of War (US Army War College, 1994). Authors Steven Metz and James Kievit declare: “Behaviour modification is a key component of peace enforcement” and “The advantage of [using] directed energy systems is deniability.” The authors ask: “Against whom is such deniability aimed?” The direct answer is “the American people”.

Set in the year 2010, Metz and Kievit write of “perception moulding” and “advanced psycho-technologies” to avoid irksome public protest, but that is just the beginning. The major obstacle, they believe, is that “traditional American ethics [are] a major hindrance,” and thus, sadly “old-fashioned notions of personal privacy and national sovereignty [are to be] changed.”

The future presented by Metz and Kievit sounds like a mixture of George Orwell’s 1984 and the recent movie The Matrix. Individuals unwilling to go along with the revolutionary changes are “identified using comprehensive inter-agency integrated databases.” They will then be “categorized” and “sophisticated computerized personality simulations” will be used “to develop, tailor and focus psychological campaigns for [ie. against] each.”

Other techniques to be used in association with these new mind weapons include ‘morphing’, a present-day ability that controls the distortion of TV images. So, if you are lucky enough not to have your brain electronically scrambled or erased, the electronic news media will be manipulated especially for you, presenting convincing near-real-life visual images through your combined TV set-cum-internet interface.

Silent Sounds

The Silent Sound Spread Spectrum (SSSS) technology, also known as “S-quad”, was developed by Dr.
Oliver Lowery of Georgia, USA, and is described in US Patent #5,159,703 as “Silent Subliminal Presentation System.” The abstract for the patent reads:

A silent communications system in which nonaural carriers, in the very low or very high audio-frequency range or in the adjacent ultrasonic frequency spectrum are amplitude- or frequency-modulated with the desired intelligence and propagated acoustically or vibrationally, for inducement into the brain, typically through the use of loudspeakers, earphones, or piezoelectric transducers. The modulated carriers may be transmitted directly in real time or may be conveniently recorded and stored on mechanical, magnetic or optical media for delayed or repeated transmission to the listener.

According to literature by Silent Sounds, Inc., it is now possible, using supercomputers, to analyse human emotional EEG patterns and replicate them, then store these “emotion signature clusters” on another computer and, at will, “silently induce and change the emotional state in a human being.”

Judy Wall, writing in Nexus (October-November 1998), says “Silent Sounds, Inc. states that it is interested only in positive emotions, but the military is not so limited. That this is a US Department of Defense project is obvious.”

Edward Tilton, President of Silent Sounds Inc., says this about S-quad in a letter dated 13 December, 1996:

All schematics, however, have been classified by the US Government and we are not allowed to reveal the exact details... we make tapes and CDs for the German Government, even the former Soviet Union countries! All with the permission of the US State Department, of course... The system was used throughout Operation Desert Storm (Iraq) quite successfully.

By using these computer-enhanced EEGs, scientists can identify and isolate the brain’s low-amplitude “emotion signature clusters”, synthesise them and store them on another computer. In other words, by studying the subtle characteristic brainwave patterns that occur when a subject experiences a particular emotion, scientists have been able to identify the concomitant brainwave pattern and can now duplicate it. “These clusters are then placed on the Silent Sound carrier frequencies and will silently trigger the occurrence of the same basic emotion in another human being!”

Synthetic Telepathy
Synthetic telepathy is a term used to describe the beaming of words, thoughts, or ideas into a person’s mind by mechanical means, specifically, some type of electromagnetic transmitter, similar to a radio or television broadcast, operating in the microwave frequency band. In recent years thousands of people have come forward claiming to be victims of this frightening technology.

The first officially reported scientific experiment documenting a case of synthetic telepathy cannot be found in the academic literature because of the highly secretive nature of the research.

In 1961 Allen Frey, a freelance biophysicist and engineering psychologist, reported that a human can hear microwaves. This discovery was dismissed by most United States scientists as being the result of artifact (outside noise).

The more technical description of the experiment is described by James C. Linn.

Frey... found that human subjects exposed to 1310 MHz and 2982 MHz microwaves at average power densities of 0.4 to 2 mW/cm² perceived auditory sensations described as buzzing or knocking sounds (also described as clicks or chirps).

The peak power densities were on the order of 200 to 300 mW/cm² and the pulse repetition frequencies varied from 200 to 400 Hz... Frey referred to this auditory phenomenon as the RF (radio frequency) sound. The sensation occurred instantaneously at average incident power densities well below that necessary for known biological damage and appeared to originate from within or near the back of the head.

Further testing revealed that two requirements were necessary for the subject to hear the microwave induced sound: “good bone conduction and the ability to hear acoustic energy above 5 kHz...”

By 1975 the introduction to a paper by A.W. Guy and others begins, “One of the most widely observed and accepted biologic effects of low average power electromagnetic (EM) energy is the auditory sensation evoked in man when exposed to pulsed microwaves.”

Present day US Government use of synthetic telepathy was described in the October-November 1994 issue of Nexus:
Directed-energy weapons currently being deployed include, for example, a micro-wave weapon manufactured by Lockheed-Sanders and used for a process known as ‘Voice Synthesis’ which is remote beaming of audio (i.e., voices or other audible signals) directly into the brain of any selected human target. This process is also known within the US Government as ‘Synthetic Telepathy’.

Microwave Zapping

Much of the work done with microwaves was developed by Project Pandora, which was put into place by the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) at the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research to study the effects of microwaves that were being beamed into the American Embassy in Moscow by the Russians. Some of the findings of the scientists involved with Pandora are quite disturbing. Dr. Joseph C. Sharp and engineer Mark Grove were able to hear and distinguish one-syllable words by pulse-modulated microwaves.13

Microwaves can also alter the permeability of the body’s blood-brain barrier,14 which can synergistically increase the effects of drugs, as the military is well aware. “Using relatively low-level RFR, it may be possible to sensitize large military groups to extremely dispersed amounts of biological or chemical agents to which the unirradiated population would be immune."15

Sound can be transmitted even easier through the use of implants – cochlear implants, implants that send electrical signals into the fluid of the inner ear, or implants that transmit sound vibrations via bone conduction, such as the cases of dental fillings picking up audible radio signals. The stimociever, invented by Dr. Jose Delgado, consists of wires running from strategic points in the brain to a radio receiver/transmitter located entirely under the skin. Through this device, Delgado was able to stimulate raw emotions such as arousal, anxiety, and aggression with the turn of a knob.16

Of course, secret research by the US Government into microwaves and synthetic telepathy has moved on considerably since the end of the Cold War.

McVeigh: Manchurian Candidate?

Among the many telemetry instruments being used today, are miniature radio transmitters that can be swallowed, carried externally, or surgically implanted.... They permit the simultaneous study of
behaviour and physiological functioning.

— Dr. Stuart Mackay, Bio-Medical Telemetry (textbook), 1968

While visiting friends in Decker, Michigan, Timothy McVeigh complained that the Army had implanted him with a microchip, a miniature subcutaneous transponder, so that they could keep track of him. He complained that it left an unexplained scar on his buttocks and was painful to sit on. McVeigh was convicted of the 1995 bombing of a US Government building in Oklahoma City.

Miniaturised telemetrics have been part of an ongoing project by the military and the various intelligence agencies to test the effectiveness of tracking soldiers on the battlefield. The miniature implantable telemetric device was declassified long ago.

According to Dr. Carl Sanders, the developer of the Intelligence Manned Interface (IMI) biochip, “We used this with military personnel in the Iraq War where they were actually tracked using this particular type of device.”

It is also interesting to note that the Calspan Advanced Technology Centre in Buffalo, NY (Calspan ATC), where McVeigh worked, is engaged in microscopic electronic engineering of the kind applicable to telemetrics. Calspan was founded in 1946 as Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, which included the “Fund for the Study of Human Ecology,” a CIA financing conduit for mind control experiments by emigre Nazi scientists and others under the direction of CIA doctors Sidney Gottlieb, Ewen Cameron, and Louis Jolyn West.

According to mind control researcher Alex Constantine, “Calspan places much research emphasis on bioengineering and artificial intelligence (Calspan pioneered the field in the 1950s).” In his article, “The Good Soldier,” Constantine states:

Human tracking and monitoring technology are well within Calspan’s sphere of pursuits. The company is instrumental in REDCAP, an Air Force electronic warfare system that winds through every Department of Defense facility in the country. A Pentagon release explains that REDCAP “is used to evaluate the effectiveness of electronic-combat hardware, techniques, tactics and concepts.” The system “includes closed-loop radar and data links at RF manned data fusion and weapons control posts.” One Patriot computer news board reported that a disembodied, rumbling, low-frequency hum had been heard across the country the week of the [Oklahoma] bombing. Past hums in Taos, New Mexico, Eugene and Medford, Oregon, Timmons, Ontario and Bristol, England were most definitely (despite specious official denials)
attuned to the brain’s auditory pathways.

The Air Force is among Calspan’s leading clients, and Eglin AFB has farmed key personnel to the company. The grating irony — recalling McVeigh’s contention he’d been implanted with a telemetry chip — is that the Instrumentation Technology Branch of Eglin Air Force Base is currently engaged in the tracking of mammals with subminiature telemetry devices. According to an Air Force press release, the biotelemetry chip transmits on the upper S-band (2318 to 2398 MHz), with up to 120 digital channels.

There is nothing secret about the biotelemetry chip. Ads for commercial versions of the device have appeared in national publications. Time magazine ran an ad for an implantable pet transponder in its 26 June, 1995 issue — ironically enough — opposite an article about a militia leader who was warning about the coming New World Order. While monitoring animals has been an unclassified scientific pursuit for decades, the monitoring of humans has been a highly classified project that is but a subset of the Pentagon’s “nonlethal” arsenal. As Constantine notes, “the dystopian implications were explored by Defense News for 20 March, 1995:

Naval Research Lab Attempts To Meld Neurons And Chips: Studies May Produce Army of ‘Zombies.’

Future battles could be waged with genetically engineered organisms, such as rodents, whose minds are controlled by computer chips engineered with living brain cells.... The research, called Hippo-campal Neuron Patterning, grows live neurons on computer chips. “This technology that alters neurons could potentially be used on people to create zombie armies,” Lawrence Korb, a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution, said.

“It’s conceivable,” according to Constantine, “given the current state of the electronic mind control art, a biocybernetic Oz over the black budget rainbow, that McVeigh had been drawn into an experimental project, that the device was the real McCoy.” Timothy McVeigh may have unknowingly been an Army/CIA guinea pig involved in a classified telemetric/mind-control project — a “Manchurian Candidate.”

Soviet Research

A highly secretive battle was being waged behind the scenes during the Cold War in the area of EM weapons (sometimes described as psychotronics) to control and influence the minds of people. It’s only now that some of this research has emerged, but much of it remains hidden and classified. In fact, we know
more about Soviet research into this area because it was the Soviet Union that collapsed.

A 1975 issue of the Soviet publication International Life, discussing electronic mind control developments, stated that atmospheric electricity can be used “to suppress the mental activity” of large groups of people. The Soviet journal said that a sonic generator, tuned to an infrasound (below the hearing level) frequency, could create “feelings of depression, fear, panic, terror, and despair.”

In 1977, the US Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) declassified a report describing how advances in Soviet psychotronic technology can create the ultimate big brother society, by using electronic mind control against populations to implant ideas and thoughts into the heads of unsuspecting victims: “Sounds and possibly even words, which appear to be originating intracranially (within one’s own head), can be induced by signal modification at very low average power densities.”

The DIA report also said that the Soviets discovered that secret microwave radiation can be used to induce in unsuspecting victims: “Headache, fatigue, perspiring, dizziness, menstrual disorders, irritability, agitation, tension, drowsiness, sleeplessness, depression, anxiety, forgetfulness, and the lack of concentration.”

After the collapse of the Soviet Union, in a manoeuvre identical to Operation Paperclip in World War II, 17 Western intelligence agencies obtained all the Soviet research and recruited key personnel working in this sensitive area. Russian research has now all but stopped due to economic crises.

A report in Defense Electronics in the early 1990s said that a Richmond, Virginia firm, Psychotechnologies (believed to be closely tied to the CIA and the FBI) purchased the American rights to Soviet mind control devices.

Defense Electronics described a spring, 1993 meeting between Clinton Administration officials and Soviet psychotronics experts, including Dr. Igor Smirnov. Amongst the US agencies represented at the meetings with Smirnov were the FBI, the CIA, the Defense Intelligence Agency, and the Advance Research Projects Research Agency. Clinton Administration officials wanted “to determine whether psycho-correction... programs could be undertaken by the US Government. These devices could be used to affect judgment or opinion of decision-makers, key personnel or populaces.”

Clinton defense officials expressed interest that the psychotronic devices could be used “in non-violently” clearing areas of potential enemies, snipers, etc. On the domestic front, psychotronic devices
could be used to suppress political dissidents, and any other potential threats to the New World Order.

Also meeting with the Soviet experts were officials from giant international corporations, such as General Motors, and researchers from the National Institute of Mental Health. The 22 August, 1994 Newsweek magazine reported on a secret Arlington, Virginia meeting between experts from the FBI's Counter-Terrorism Centre and Dr. Smirnov, whose work was described in the publication:

...Using electroencephalographs, Smirnov measures brain waves, then uses computers to create a map of the subconscious and various human impulses, such as anger or the sex drive. Then through taped subliminal messages, he claims to physically alter the landscape with the power of suggestion.

Psychotronic Weapons Research

One man’s name has become synonymous with the field of non-lethal weapons development. Col. John Alexander first became known to the public through his December, 1980 Military Review article titled, “The New Mental Battlefield.” This article clearly describes the lethal nature of many of the so-called “non-lethal” weapons now being developed to control civilian populations. Alexander noted:

Psychotronics may be described as the interaction of mind and matter... The possibility for employment as weaponry has been explored. To be more specific, there are weapons systems that operate on the power of the mind and whose lethal capacity has already been demonstrated.

Describing Soviet development of psychotronic weapons, Alexander stated: “The ability to... cause death can be transmitted over distances, thus inducing illness or death for no apparent reason." These “weaps would be able to induce illness or death at little or no risk to the operator... The psychotronic weapon would be silent (and) difficult to detect...”

Powerful elite insiders have long known how electromagnetic weapons can be effectively utilised to wage mind control against the population, specifically targeting political dissidents and troublemakers. What of the numerous political activists and investigative journalists who died under mysterious circumstances, many from rare forms of cancer? Could they have been 'taken out' by psychotronic weapons? We can only imagine how advanced this technology is today.
President Lyndon Johnson’s Science Adviser, Dr. Gordon J.F. MacDonald wrote the 1968 book, Unless Peace Comes, A Scientific Forecast Of New Weapons.

MacDonald described how man-made changes in the electrical earth ionosphere can be used for mass behaviour control. He said that low frequency electromagnetic oscillations can attack the low frequency electromagnetic brain waves in human beings. He stated, “Perturbation of the environment (by geophysical warfare) can produce changes in behavioural patterns.”

In his 1970 book, Between Two Ages, Zbigniew Brezezinski (a long-time Establishment strategist) described “weather control” as a “new weapon” that is a “key element of strategy.” He added:

Technology will make available, to leaders of major nations, a variety of techniques for conducting secret warfare, of which only a bare minimum of the security forces need to be appraised.

Brezezinski predicted the exact types of electromagnetic psychotronic weapons that the US Administration is now developing for mass behaviour control of citizens. He stated:

It is possible — and tempting — to exploit, for strategic-political purposes, the fruits of research on the brain and on human behaviour... Accurately timed, artificially excited electronic strokes could lead to a pattern of oscillations that produce relatively high power levels over certain regions of the earth... In this way, one could develop a system that would seriously impair the brain performance of a very large population in selected regions, over an extended period.

Ultimate Threat to Freedom

As this is being written mankind faces the ultimate threat to what remains of individual liberty and freedom. Our right, our heritage of free will and creative thought is in danger of being permanently denied by insidious technology in the hands of New World Order elitists and their minions who serve a spiritual conspiracy that dwells within, and can be aided by, each of us. It is up to each and every one us to fully resist – on all levels of our being – the attempts by these evil forces to control our thoughts, emotions and actions.

But does this conspiracy extend much further than mere man-made political and economic forces?
What of the evidence for a metaphysical component that is working behind the scenes? This question will be dealt with in Part Two of this article.

Part Two of this article will deal with alien abduction, implants and the occult/psychic warfare being waged to control the minds of the world’s population.

Footnotes:
17. Operation Paperclip was created by US intelligence during World War II. The goal was to recruit top Nazi specialists to be taken back to the US to continue their work in top secret areas like rocket science and genetics. It is now historical fact that dozens of Nazi scientists were recruited by the operation.

 Alien Abduction,
 Black Magic & the Dark Gods
 Brain Zapping
 Part Two
 By Jason Jeffery

 The first part of this article (New Dawn No. 59) exposed the use of advanced psycho-technologies to interfere with and control people’s minds. Over the years, research into mind control has been carried out by (among others) the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), the US Defence Department, and various multinational corporations. The ultimate aim of their secretive research being the manipulation of the human mind in such a way that the victim is unaware of such hidden influence.

 But mind control operations may go much further than the use of advanced psycho-technologies. Over recent decades thousands of people have reported being abducted by ‘aliens’. These countless stories cannot simply be dismissed as the result of ‘psychiatric disorder’ as the vast majority of the individuals do not have a background of mental illness. However, they all share in common the experience of being subject to the UFO/alien phenomenon on TV, at the movies, or in books. We will return to this point later...

 As discussed in the first part of this article, the technology to beam words and thoughts into people’s minds already exists. There is also no doubt that secret research into the creation of false memories is well advanced. One school of thought on alien abductions proposes the phenomenon is directly linked to mind control operations carried out by the US military.

 MILAB (Military Abductions)
The MILAB school of thought suggests abduction reports are psyops (psychological operations) disinformation, carried out through the use of unethical hypnosis and other mind control technology, by covert human agencies, for political control purposes. Other schools of thought on alien abduction argue the aliens are real (and are genetically taking over mankind), or that the aliens are friendly and are helping mankind ‘progress’. Alien mind control is seen either as a negative (hastening our destruction), or a positive (a necessity for our advancement).

There are many alien abductee reports of military/intelligence personnel appearing after helicopters come into sight. For instance, Debby Jordan reports in a side note of her book Abducted! that she was stunned by an alleged friend and brought to a kind of hospital to be examined by a medical doctor, who removed an implant from her ear. The abduction experiences of Leah Haley and Katharina Wilson are full of MILAB encounters. Some of Katharina Wilson’s experiences are comparable with mind control experiments. She experienced a flashback from her childhood where she remembers being in a hospital and forced into a Skinner Box-like container possibly used for behaviour modification experiments. Katharina Wilson published an article on her Web page with the title: Are Some Alien Abductions Government Mind Control Experiments? Beth Collins and Anna Jamerson included hypnosis transcripts of an abduction by human military people in their book Connections and the late Dr. Karla Turner investigated MILABs in her books Into the Fringe and Taken: Inside the Alien-Human Abduction Agenda.

Helmut Lammer Ph.D., who made an extensive investigation of MILABs, concludes they involve the following elements:

Activity of dark unmarked helicopters, the appearance of strange vans or buses outside the houses of abductees, exposure to disorienting electromagnetic fields, drugging, transport with a helicopter, bus or truck to an unknown building or an underground military facility. Usually there are physical after-effects, like grogginess and sometimes nausea after the kidnappings. There is also a difference when the abductors appear. In most UFO-abduction cases, the beings appear through a closed window, wall, or the abductee feels a strange presence in the room. Most abductees report that they are paralysed from the mental power of the alien beings. At MILABs the abductee reports that the kidnappers give him or her a shot with a syringe. It is interesting, that MILAB-abductees report that they are examined from human doctors in rectangular rooms and not in round sterile rooms – as in descriptions of UFO-abductees. The described rooms, halls and furniture are similar to terrestrial hospital rooms, laboratories or research facilities and have nothing to do with UFO-furniture.

Many researchers feel such evidence proves the existence of a secret US military mind control project. Aliens are false memories implanted by military doctors and psychiatrists. How this is accomplished may be explained by an advanced virtual reality technology. Dr. Karla Turner called these experiences Virtual Reality Scenarios (VRS).
Many alleged mind control victims claim to have had pictures implanted in their brain. If a person was implanted with an intracerebral device, then the implant operators may be able to electronically implant pictures and memories into the brain of the abductee. As reported in first part of this article, New World Vistas was a major undertaking for the USAF Scientific Advisory Board (SAB). This military publication, published in 1996, forecasts possible military developments over the next 50 years. In the publication, military scientists suggest that the development of electromagnetic energy sources – the output of which can be pulsed, shaped, and focused – could be coupled with the human body in a fashion that will allow one to prevent voluntary muscular movements, control emotions and actions, produce sleep, transmit suggestions, interfere with both short-term and long-term memory, produce an experience set and delete an experience set. If such technology was developed in secret and exists today, the unexplainable vividness of some abduction accounts may be explained by the implantation of an experience set into the brain of an abductee.

Alien abductees often report things that could be induced via intracerebral devices; buzzing and voices, missing time, inexplicable emotions in inappropriate circumstances (e.g. love for an alien who sexually violates them), loss of self control, telepathic communication and memories of films projected onto screens. Many report the disturbance of electrical objects in their presence, perhaps a side effect of such implant technologies.

In Operation Mind Control, Walter Bowart chronicles a meeting between US Congressman Charlie Rose and a Canadian inventor in the late seventies who had developed a helmet – that when placed upon the head – would take its wearer into another world, much like present-day Virtual Reality head gear.

One such virtual reality scenario played out upon the wearer of the helmet was a mock alien abduction. Congressman Rose put on the helmet and was run through this virtual reality/alien abduction programme. Much to his amazement, the simulated scenario seemed incredibly realistic. The device sounds quite similar to Michael Persinger’s much touted “Magic Helmet” which beams electromagnetic fields into the brain inducing vivid hallucinations and what many describe as ‘mystical’ experiences. Persinger, well known for his views that the abduction experience is triggered by exposure of the brain’s temporal lobes to electromagnetic fields, was once employed by the US Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency to remotely induce vomiting in enemy soldiers, which he did successfully. Although Bowart doesn’t name the inventor of the helmet, chances are it was Persinger to whom he was referring.

It is also important to note some abductees have flashbacks where they see aliens and military personnel together, but during hypnosis the abductee remembers only the military personnel. Perhaps the abductee underwent a form of hypnoprogramming by military psychiatrists during the kidnapping. Another possible explanation is that the abductee received false memories of military kidnappers, implanted by real
aliens as a cover story. (Please note that MILABs make up only a small percentage of all abduction cases.)

Behind the Abduction Facade

The general consensus among researchers, who believe alien abductions are mind control operations, is that the reported little grey alien kidnappers are just cover stories implanted by military and/or intelligence agency psychiatrists. Another widely held view is that real aliens abduct people and implant, with different levels of success, a variety of cover stories. Yet another theory is that both the military and aliens are kidnapping people!

However, it is important to consider the following:

1) If alien abductions are a cover for secret mind control or genetic experiments, why have abductees only reported military intelligence involvement since the early seventies and not before? We should see the opposite of this, since the mind control technology would be much better in the nineties than it was during previous decades!

2) Why are there mind control victims who are implanted and harassed for secret tests (as examined in part one of this article), but have nothing to do with the UFO phenomenon or alien abductions? It seems that the “mind control agenda” does not need UFO abductions as a cover story, since nobody believes the claims of ordinary mind control victims in the first place.

3) If all alien abductions are a cover for mind control experiments, why does the military perform gynaecological examinations of female abductees? Would it not be highly risky to continue such risky examinations (in the thousands), when the military could simply create their own ‘live’ experimental program (like a scene out of the X-Files) in a secret location?

4) Why was there a massive increase in reported abductions during the 1980s and very few before? Why is that grey aliens play such a dominant role after the 1980s, but other types of aliens reported decades before have all but disappeared?

5) Surely it is illogical, from an aliens’ point of view, to continue dangerous and risky manoeuvres on Earth and avoid being detected. After all this time, aliens would know all they need to fulfil their plans for planet Earth. By now we should have seen evidence of different alien activity.
Any valid theory on so-called alien abductions must stand up to scrutiny, explain all the cases and not just a percentage, and offer some logical perspective on the mystery. Most people are conditioned to view strange phenomena through the eyes of a modern scientist, only looking for physical evidence. The majority of modern day UFO researchers are caught up in this mind set – intent on gathering photographs, ‘implants’ and interviews – but failing to see the deeper implications and the not-so-obvious. Abductees may describe ‘grey aliens’ as the kidnappers, but it does not necessarily follow that real ‘grey aliens’ are responsible. As we have seen, psycho-technologies and manipulation of the mind can be used to create cover stories.

Humanity has only begun to rediscover the great mysteries and powers of the brain. Astral travel, Out-of-Body Experiences, channelling of extraterrestrial entities, and encounters with Yetis are all examples of other unusual phenomena experienced by millions of people. To these people, those experiences are as ‘real’ as an alien abduction.

It seems we are dealing with phenomena outside the bounds of normal scientific inquiry. Powerful forces and entities existing on a different plane of existence to that of humanity, or cohabiting the Earth in another dimension.

Many UFO/alien reports contain components that parallel paranormal, psychic, and spiritistic manifestations. Many UFO abductees and researchers believe there is an interdimensional or multidimensional quality to UFOs and related experiences. These intelligences have the power to shape matter and energy. Some UFOs and their occupants seem to have an ability to shape-shift and appear and disappear. Dr. J. Allen Hyneck suggests the phenomena seems to be more psychic than extraterrestrial, and perhaps comes from a parallel world. Dr. Jacques Vallee also favours this explanation.10

Could these beings enter our realities through some portal in the human mind? If they have the ability to enter our brains on some other plane, what do they want? And consider this: If they can control energy and matter and change form, what lies behind the alien masks?

Dark Forces

I’ve come away from this experience convinced of one thing: if there aren’t demons out there, there might as well be, because these guys are indistinguishable from demons. Indistinguishable. To see them, to look into their eyes, is to be less – forever...

– Whitley Strieber11
According to Dr. Karla Turner, who worked with over 400 alien abduction cases, the phenomenon includes some of the following details:

- Aliens can alter our perceptions of our surroundings.

- Aliens can control what we think we see. They can appear to us in any number of guises and shapes.

- Aliens can be present with us in an invisible state and can make themselves only partially visible.

- Female abductees often suffer serious gynaecological problems after alien encounters, and sometimes these problems lead to cysts, tumours, cancer of the breast and uterus, and to hysterectomies.

- A surprising number of abductees suffer from serious illnesses they didn’t have before their encounters. These have led to surgery, debilitation, and even death from causes doctors cannot identify.

- Aliens ‘perform’ extremely painful experiments or procedures on abductees, saying that these acts are necessary but give no explanation why. Painful genital and anal probes are performed, on children as well as adults.

Dr. Turner says that:

In every instance from this [abridged] list, there are multiple reports from unrelated cases, confirming that such bizarre details are not the product of a single deranged mind. These details are convincing evidence that, contrary to the claims of many UFO researchers, the abduction experience isn’t limited to uniform pattern of events. This phenomenon simply can’t be explained in terms of cross-breeding experiments or scientific research into the human physiology... Before we allow ourselves to believe in the benevolence of the alien interaction, we should ask, do enlightened beings need to use the cover of night to perform good deeds? Do they need to paralyse us and render us helpless to resist? Do angels need to steal our fetuses? Do they need to manipulate our children’s genitals and probe our rectums? Are fear, pain, and deception consistent with high spiritual motives?13
The implications are staggering when one considers the impact and subsequent commercialisation of the alien abduction phenomenon, and how it has challenged and reshaped the belief systems and psyches of millions upon millions of the planet’s inhabitants, in essence creating a new paradigm that prior to thirty years ago was virtually non-existent.

– Adam Gorightly

We can see from the available evidence that the so-called alien abduction phenomenon is of a paranormal nature. History is replete with stories of similar encounters with strange beings. Of particular note are reports, mainly from the so-called medieval period, of women claiming to be attacked at night by demons. Taking the outward form of demons, these ‘incubus’ (male demons) and ‘succubi’ (female demons) would paralyse their victims and engage in sexual intercourse.

Are these demons still at work today? It has been suggested in our time these same beings take on the form of aliens, stealing cover images from the depths of humanity’s collective unconsciousness. The image of the grey alien entered the popular mind during the 1980s. In 1987, Whitley Strieber’s Communion quickly rose to occupy the number one position on the New York Times best-seller list. The front cover displays an image of one of the grey aliens behind his abductions. Since the late 1970s, numerous movies and books spawned a renewed interest in UFOs and aliens. And during this same time and continuing today, thousands of people reported abductions – the culprits mostly grey aliens – who nearly always were interested in genitalia and sexual fluids.

Respected writer and long time researcher on forteana, John Keel, says:

The demonologists have been studying the same thing as the UFOlogists. Demonomania (possession of a human mind or body by an outside force) produces classic patterns and symptoms well known to psychiatry. These patterns appear in many cases of UFO contact but have gone unrecognised. When a psychic or medium experiences these symptoms they say they are ‘over-shadowed’. All these diversified groups are victims of the same phenomena, but they all see it from a different frame of reference and accept different explanations for it.

Why did the demons possess men and women and force sexual intercourse? By inducing sexual excitement and even orgasm in the victim, the demon was able to feed off the abundant psychic and astral energy. This might have energised the demon to travel around on the astral planes and hold power over other entities.
According to one Jewish legend,16 very widespread in the Middle Ages, Lilith – created by God from filth before Eve was made – was Adam’s first wife and she bore him demonic children. After she rebelled against Adam’s husbandly rule – her great sin, as far as Adam was concerned, being that she wanted to be on top of him during copulation – she flew away to the shores of the Red Sea where, as a result of her sexual encounters with lustful devils, gave birth to over a hundred demons, the lililot or liliam. Significantly, the word denoting Lilith is translated in St. Jerome’s Latin version of scriptures as lamia. In the folklore of the classical world, the lamia was a sexual vampire, not only draining men of their blood, but also depleting them of energy, particularly sexual energy. There are too many other cases to mention here of demonic interference with men and women throughout recorded history.

The legendary and infamous black magician Aleister Crowley (1875-1947) in 1919 contacted (or was contacted by) an ‘extraterrestrial intelligence’ called Lam. A portrait of Lam done by Crowley looks remarkably like a grey alien. Kenneth Grant, who continued the work of Crowley, claims to have maintained communication with Lam and what he calls Trans-Plutonian entities. Both men recognised the existence of terrifyingly powerful multidimensional entities, and referred to them as the ‘Great Old Ones’.

Anthony Roberts and Geoff Gilbertson, in their book The Dark Gods, write:

If these terrible forces spring from what might be described as a slip of God’s pen, then there is no reason why they should not be as all-pervading as the maker’s whole creational environment... The Dark Gods are strictly dealers in death (or energy loss) and they are known (among humanity) by many graphically descriptive terms: ‘the hungry ones’, ‘the eaters of souls’, ‘the psychic vampires’, ‘the demons of night’, etc... These demonic entities are takers not givers, and their main aim is to devour anything or everything they can suck into their black energy vortexes.17

Men In Black

The parallels between demonic possession and alien abductions should now be plainly obvious. These same forces take on a shape and form recognisable to a particular generation. They wrap themselves in the cultural and popular notions of the day, tricking people into believing their cover story. Alien abduction encounters are the modern day equivalents of medieval demonic possession – only now the victims experience the phenomenon in the light of modern day terminology and imagery. On their operating tables the ‘aliens’ extract sperm and ova (the most pure and highly energised substance of the human body) from the ‘abductee’. The whole scene looks like a medical operation, only that the victim is forced and the perpetrators wear masks. They sometimes come in their flying saucers, an image solidly implanted into the
minds of the public via fifty years of UFO movies, TV shows, magazines and books.

Another historical phenomenon connected with UFOs is the mysterious appearance of strange dark figures known as ‘Men in Black’, or MIB. They are usually somewhat ‘demonic’ in appearance, slant-eyed, very tall and radiating strong auras of total menace. MIB encounters often were connected to: temperature effects, pains, a pungent sulphurous odour, moving and flashing lights, astral projection, discarnate voices seemingly combined with telepathy, poltergeist effects in the radio being turned on, hypnotic effects, time distortion, a special object, a visionary trip and beautiful alien women – all hallmarks of paranormal/psychic activity.

There are numerous reports of visits by MIB to UFO researchers during the 1950s, 60s and 70s. The visits were seen as warnings to halt research on the subject of UFOs. Today MIB are virtually unknown, the story being integrated into another Hollywood movie. Brad Steiger, a popular writer on the supernatural, observes that the phenomenon of MIB “moved steadily into the arena of sexual molestation.”

Heaven & Sheol

Author Dr. Greg Little advanced a comprehensive theory to explain various paranormal phenomena including UFOs and alien abductions. He hypothesises the electromagnetic energy spectrum is a source of intelligent life forms that populate it at various levels. Heaven lies on the far right of the spectrum extending above cosmic rays, while Sheol or Hell, represents the opposite end of the EM spectrum where movement and energy vibration cease.

About 2000 years ago, God sent his “son” here from heaven to show humankind a way to escape Sheol by living their lives in an appropriate fashion and choosing a way to directly ascend back into heaven. One had to seek the “light” of God and reject the “darkness” of Sheol by attuning oneself with the heavenly end of the EM spectrum...

Over the eons, humans have viewed and interacted with various angel forms that are ever-present on the face of the earth. Biblical references repeatedly tell of ways in which the spirits and angels could be “tested”. Testing means being able to discern which “side” of the EM spectrum the angels represent... UFO abductions and the sexual encounters, as we know of them now, are clearly manipulative and direct efforts by the Sheol watchers to create a grand illusion and fear among humans. A frightening aspect of this sexual aspect of UFO abductions is that they do it mainly because they like it. They want us to worship them which, according to tradition, was why they were cast out of heaven to begin with.18
Dr. Little explains that these malevolent intelligences “have adjusted their appearance to the pervading culture that they manifest themselves to... Modern forms are seen as solid craft carrying extraterrestrials here for genetic breeding experiments.” The intelligence underlying this aspect of their manifestation “wants us to believe that they are highly advanced extraterrestrials. They are concealing their nature and the extent to which they influence events and individuals’ lives on earth.”

Black Magic

Dr. Little details in his book Grand Illusions and in articles for the Alternate Perceptions Journal, that it is painfully obvious many UFO conferences feature men and women who are very disturbed in their relationship to mundane reality but have been put “up front” for reasons which do not seem accidental.

It only makes sense that if dark forces (and possibly higher intelligences) are interfering with humanity, they would aim to control any research and researcher who might stumble upon the truth. Intelligence agencies plant spies into organisations. Even more effective, they set up front groups to control the flow of information. We might be witnessing a form of extraterrestrial espionage where some researchers who get too close to the truth are eliminated. Others who cannot consciously resist these mind colonisers are either turned into unwitting or cognizant agents.

This type of interference with the minds of people is closely related to what is termed ‘black magic’. A whole underground body of research exists on this subject, however it is unclear whether humans are conducting such operations without the consent of these dark forces.

Eugenia Macer-Story, in her book The Dark Frontier, talks about the high incidence of cancer and illnesses among UFO researchers. (Recall Dr. Karla Turner’s findings that many alien abductees contract mysterious illnesses).

A macabre fact is that both naturalist Ivan T. Sanderson, who wrote the book Invisible Residents and did significant research on UFO “hot spot” areas and Dr. J. Allen Hynek, the astronomer who founded the Center For UFO Studies, died of brain cancer. There are other prominent “flying saucer” researchers who have also suffered ill health. The Lorenzen family, once in charge of the Aerial Phenomena Research Association, each perished as the result of a variety of unusual afflictions.

Perhaps the high incidence of serious illness among UFO researchers is due to the failure to take adequate precautions when directly approaching subject matter of “high strangeness”. The interviewing of witnesses with recent traumatic experiences which affect ordinary mental functioning should be done with
common sense and protection against what Dr. Wilhelm Reich called “Destructive Orgone Energy” (DOR)...

But “ufologists,” though they are aware that they may deal with multidimensional events, are often strangely unaware that the “research” ground they traverse has been familiar territory to sorcerers and adepts for many centuries...19

Author John Keel has discerned there is a “jinx” which seems to have come with a sole focus on UFO research territory. The question remains: what is generating the “jinx”?

The Controllers

I propose the hypothesis that there is a control system for human consciousness. I have not determined whether it is natural or spontaneous; whether it is explainable in terms of genetics, of social psychology, or of ordinary phenomena... I am led to this hypothesis by the fact that in every instance of the UFO phenomenon I have been able to study in depth I have found as many rational elements as I have absurd ones, and many that I could interpret as friendly and many that seemed hostile. No matter what approach I take, I can never explain more than half of the facts.

– Jacques Vallee20

Identifying these dark forces and their real purpose is extremely difficult and it would seem, highly dangerous. Have they been controlling humanity for thousands of years? Did some group or secret society call them up into our plane of reality?

Recall the ancient civilisation of Atlantis, along with many others – faint memories of previous ages that all ended in apocalyptic cataclysms. The Atlanteans are reputed to have reached great heights in the technological and spiritual realms, but then had increasing traffic with the ‘forces of evil’ and in so doing were overthrown and cast down into the sea. Occultists say that by allowing spirits of evil to enter our world-time-frame through the use of black magic, the Atlanteans initiated a planetary disaster that destroyed their continent.21

Anthony Roberts and Geoff Gilbertson, in The Dark Gods, observe:

The over-riding reality of UFOs will be seen to manifest on an archetypal, psychic level, as an attempted ‘control syndrome’. This control syndrome tries to influence any civilisation that aspires to come
to terms with the cosmological patterns and purpose, and must therefore by viewed with great caution by sentient beings. The ‘control’ appears to work through a careful programming of any belief-system while conforming to a definite pattern and moulding the physico-spiritual awareness of the recipient culture or species. The numerous phenomena manifest just outside any knowledge-framework of the receivers, and yet they seem to have ‘natural laws’ and formal interconnections of their own. These impinge on the reality consciousness of the various imbibers, rather like whiskey (or any drug) impinges on the neuro-circuits of human beings and drastically alters rational perspective. The UFO aspect of this control syndrome incorporates as many psychic, magical, mythological and paranormal components as it does the more overtly sociological and technological paradigms. It seems to be a very comprehensive control system indeed. If its true source is in the realms of the metaphysical... then the full cosmic connection becomes more readily apparent.

If the whole thing is a cosmic conspiracy of sorts, then all humanity have been pawns in the game of these ‘dark gods’ for millennia. It only follows that these same forces have directed human history.

Roberts and Gilbertson continue:

This holds that the course of recent (that is, the last few millennia) history has been secretly and ruthlessly controlled by small groups of self-appointed ‘elitists’ who are servants of evil and who seek to establish the rule of the Dark Gods in a hell-on-Earth over which they will preside.... If the UTs [Ultraterrestrials] are exerting a ‘control syndrome’ through manipulation of paranormal phenomena and the illusory UFOs, then their elitist disciples are the earthly agents who handle the social side of the great game.

The writer William Burroughs spent his whole life examining the human condition, concluding a mechanism of control exists in the universe blinding people to their true nature. In Mind War/The Adding Machine, Burroughs writes of the creation of a state of fear dominated by elitists who manipulate powerful psychic forces:

At the top [of the elitist state] would be a theocracy trained in psychic control techniques implemented by computerised electronic devices that would render opposition psychologically impossible. Entry to this privileged class would be permitted only to those whose dedication to the world state was absolute and unquestioning. In short, you don’t get in by merit or ability but by being an all around one hundred percent shit. Under this ruling elite of power addicts would consist of an anonymous service collective of functionaries, managers, and bureaucrats. And below them the slave workers. There would be no place for dissent or independent research. The troublesome artist would be eliminated or absorbed. The elite lives happily ever after, at the top of a control state that makes 1984 seem cosy and nostalgic.
The way out of this all-pervading control syndrome is to launch creative revolts against it. But first the individual must educate him or herself to understand their own nature. Get in touch with one’s own inner space and eject all elements of ‘control’. Use creativity as a weapon.

How To Resist

Resistance to any form of mind control is simple. On a basic level, any individual can concentrate towards being fully aware and awake at all times. For example, TV advertisements are designed to implant subliminal messages into our brains. Be aware of that fact and consciously and subconsciously resist it. Think for yourself and don’t accept anything at face value. Anyone reading magazines like New Dawn will realise they have been fed lies and disinformation by the elitists through the mainstream media.

It can be theorised that in the West (where ‘alien’ abductions are concentrated) the breakdown of society and the rise of individualism has opened the door to forces beyond our individual selves. We no longer have the protection of a collective group mind, allowing dark forces to run riot inside the domain of our minds.

Nomad, an online author and web page operator, offers the following advice:

Those of us committed to StO [Service-to-Others] must therefore take thought for our own situation, since it seems most likely that we are fighting not a counter-offensive against invading powers, but a rearguard action against those of our own kind who are committed, many of them ruthlessly, to StS [Service-to-Self]. The Greys are merely taking opportune advantage of a situation for which we are ourselves collectively responsible, like it or not!

Being kept in ignorance by the ruling elite, people are left wide open to control. The ultimate goal of today’s elites is summed up in the mantra: consume, breed, die. Your purpose is nothing more than to live as an ignorant robot, serving the elites of this world, and being psychic ‘food’ for dark metaphysical forces. This analysis might sound very negative and imply the situation is hopeless. But that’s how it’s always been for humanity. Nevertheless, there’s always been a path open for us to go beyond the human condition and reach for the stars. Break free from ignorance and smash the bonds of control. Consider the words of the novelist Philip K. Dick:

What a tragic world this is. Those down here are prisoners, and the ultimate tragedy is that they don’t know it, they think they are free because they never have been free, and do not understand what it
means. This is a prison and few men have guessed. But I know, he said to himself. Because that is why I am here. To burn the walls, to tear down the metal gates, to break each chain.25
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We must electronically control the brain. Someday armies and generals will be controlled by electric stimulation of the brain. These weapons are more dangerous than atomic destruction. With knowledge of the brain, we may transform, we may shape, direct, roboticize man. I think the great danger of the future is that we will have roboticized human beings who are not aware that they have been roboticized.

Abstracts from a U.S. Department of Defense program on the military’s acquisition of mind control technology described the use of a system for altering the states of human consciousness involving the simultaneous application of multiple stimuli, preferably sounds, having different frequencies and wave forms.